
Robust cloud security at 
scale for SAP environments.
Supercharge your data security with 360° protection of your 
mission-critical SAP data.

When it comes to mission-critical SAP workloads such as supply chain, ERP and finance, many 

enterprises are still leery of moving their sensitive data onto the public cloud. How can you be sure 

that the right security controls are in place, your infrastructure and applications are thoroughly 

safeguarded and you have complete visibility and transparency into all your data operations? 

With Google Cloud, you can move forward with confidence. Named by Forrester as a leader in public 

cloud platform native security (The Forrester Wave™: Public Cloud Platform Native Security, Q2 2018), 

we provide robust and comprehensive cloud security and automation capabilities through the same 

secure-by-design infrastructure, built-in protection and innovation that Google uses to protect the 

information, identities, applications and devices of over 1 billion people around the world. 

Founded on security. Google Cloud Platform’s solid, consistent and security-focused 
foundation was designed from the ground up to prevent and protect from cyber threats.

Focused on security innovation. Google is committed to delivering the most secure 
public cloud in the industry, supported by continuous investment and innovation.

Improved visibility into data access. Get visibility into how and why your data was 
accessed in the cloud, including access by cloud service provider administrators.

Comprehensive IAM. Every identity and access management feature you want with all 
the visibility and audit capabilities you need.



Vanquish your most challenging security scenarios.

Protection

Google Cloud protects 
against threats through 
a secure foundation – 
our core infrastructure 
is designed, built and 
operated with security in 
mind. We build security 
through progressive layers 
that deliver true defense in 
depth, at scale.

Control

Rest assured that your 
data is protected with the 
security controls that help 
meet your policy, regulatory 
and business objectives, 
including our unique data 
encryption technologies and 
first-to-market innovation 
of customer-supplied 
encryption keys.

Compliance 

Ensure comprehensive 
identity and access 
management with 
robust visibility and audit 
capabilities. As the first to 
offer access transparency 
logs, we continually 
lead the industry with 
security, compliance and 
governance features that 
enterprises need.

Google Cloud + SAP Data Custodian = Added peace of mind.

We partner with SAP to deliver SAP Data Custodian, a governance, risk and compliance solution that 

offers greater visibility and managed support for your enterprise’s data on Google Cloud Platform. 

Complementing Google Cloud Platform’s robust security, SAP Data Custodian provides additional, third-

party data protection, audit reporting and rapid identification of violations of customer-defined policies for 

trusted visibility into where data is stored, moved, processed and accessed in the Google Cloud.

Ensuring a trusted environment from device to data center.

Comprehensive third-party audits and certifications around the globe.
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For more information visit cloud.google.com/security

https://cloud.google.com/security/

